Immersive Datapresence Suites

Personal and Productive
Urben immersive Datapresence (iD) suites offer a unique,
customisable alternative to traditional triple-screen meeting
room systems. The executive-style environments allow you to
communicate effectively with others and focus on the valuable
data that ultimately drives business decisions.

Customisable
configuration

Immersive
experience

Install anywhere

Complete suite
design

These spaces are simple to build and easy to use.
Sounds obvious? It is.

55” triple-screen system at Zoom’s EMEA HQ
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An Immersive
Experience
Speed up the decision-making process, by creating the perfect
environment to share information and collaborate. The faceted
design creates a truly immersive experience that engages
its users.
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Crystal-clear audio

Productive data

Premium video

Embedded speakers give
unrivalled audio quality
in any meeting space.

Maintain visual
connections whilst
sharing business-critical
information.

Outstanding realism
and flexible camera
positioning to create
your own gold standard.

Flexible Designs
A truly scalable solution
55” to 100” screen sizes available in triple and quad configurations.
They can also be paired with a touchscreen companion board for
interactive ideas development.

Touchscreen
companion board

Any system, anywhere
Urben’s expert engineering incorporates leading software and
hardware to create the best user experience, bespoke to your
requirements.
And we’ve been doing this for years. We built the world’s first
triple-screen solution for Zoom in 2018, and we are still the
only triple-screen solution for Microsoft Teams.
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Make it Yours
Your own global standard
Urben iD suites are designed to be fully customised, tailored to your specific requirements.
Any camera solution
Custom branding
(colours, logo & textures)

In-built storage
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Bring Video Anywhere
Solutions for unusual spaces
Urben’s all-in-one systems can be installed anywhere - against
glass or brick, unsupported walls, or even free-standing.
The dual-screen U2 takes it a step further. It’s a fully immersive
solution designed to make use of any space, bringing the
productivity of video and data sharing to open areas or corners.

Minimal disruption
We build our systems off-site before undertaking the final
configuration and installation on-site, which can take the
standard installation for telepresence down from days to a
matter of hours.
Urben engineering can even make use of legacy telepresence
structures, making ideal replacements for Cisco IX5000 series
and Poly RPX environments.
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A Complete Solution
Acoustic Treatment

Create your own global standard for entire meeting suites.
Enhance the immersive Datapresence experience by combining
furniture, acoustic treatment and lighting. It all works together to
ensure a flawless user experience and a productive environment
for collaboration.

Furniture

Lighting

After designing one Datapresence suite it’s a cookie cutter
approach to roll-out through your offices globally.
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Do it once, do it right
Contact us at hello@urbentech.com to discuss
your immersive telepresence challenges

At Urben, we believe virtual collaboration should
be seamless and empowering.
We make globally acclaimed all-in-one video
conferencing solutions that combine world-class
hardware and software.
From huddle spaces to media walls and control
rooms, we transform the productivity of enterprise
businesses all around the world.
Urben enables global businesses to keep their
competitive edge at any distance; reducing costs
and minimising disruption, with no compromise to
an unparalleled user experience.

USA +1 (844) 242 2093

UK +44 (0) 330 221 0220

